Choosing the Right DEITEL™ Product for Your C# Programming Needs

C# How to Program
Contains the combined content of C# A Programmer’s Introduction and C# for Experienced Programmers, plus self-review exercises with answers and extensive chapter exercises. Supported by academic ancillary materials required for college courses.

The Complete C# Training Course
Contains the combined content of C# A Programmer’s Introduction and C# for Experienced Programmers, the C# Multimedia Cyber Classroom interactive Windows-based CD-ROM and C# How to Program.

ASP.NET with C#
for Experienced Programmers
Coming 2003 in the DEITEL™ Developer Series

C# for Experienced Programmers
Intermediate C# coverage for professionals. Contains light coverage of introductory content from C# A Programmer’s Introduction.

For advanced college courses and for experienced professionals

For experienced non-C# programmers who want to learn C# through the intermediate level

C# A Programmer’s Introduction
Introductory C# coverage for professionals. Also contains light coverage of intermediate content from C# for Experienced Programmers.

For novice professionals only

How to Program Series
Complete Training Courses
DEITEL™ Developer Series

Note: The three columns of books share a common content base, so readers should purchase books from only one column.

We recommend the Complete C# Training Course, which includes C# How to Program and the C# Multimedia Cyber Classroom, as the best value and the most powerful learning tool for novices who want to pursue C# programming through the intermediate level.

1. Includes chapter on the Microsoft® Mobile Internet Toolkit for developing wireless applications.
2. Does not have chapter on the Mobile Internet Toolkit. This chapter will be included in C# How to Program, 2/e and the Complete C# Training Course 2/e, both coming in 2003.
3. Does not have chapter exercises or academic ancillary materials required for college courses.